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     May 19, 2008 
 
 
 
Debra K. Davenport, CPA 
Auditor General 
Office of the Auditor General 
2910 North 44th Street, Suite 410 
Phoenix, Arizona 85018 
 
 Re:  The University of Arizona – Technology Transfer Programs 
 
Dear Ms. Davenport: 
 

Please find enclosed written comments from The University of Arizona in response to 
relevant sections of the revised preliminary report draft on technology transfer programs at the 
three state universities. 

 
Our comments include important contextual information as well as formal responses 

to each recommendation, as required.  For each recommendation, the finding of the Auditor 
General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be implemented. 
 

Best regards, 
 
 
 

Robert N. Shelton 
            President 
 
 
RNS/acc 
Enclosures 
 
c: Dr. Leslie P. Tolbert, Vice President for Research, Graduate Studies  

and Economic Development 
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University of Arizona Response to the State of Arizona Office of the Auditor General 
Report: Performance Audit of Technology Transfer 

 
We thank the Auditor General and staff for their efforts to help develop a better understanding of the role 
of technology transfer within the broader knowledge-transfer activities of the State’s public universities.  

We agree that further success in increasing technology transfer from the University of Arizona is 
important, whether in the form of more disclosures from our faculty, greater revenue from licensing, or a 
greater number of Arizona companies working with the University. Technology transfer is a challenging 
topic, with many players and complex interactions, so a reader unfamiliar with the context of these audit 
conclusions might miss the successes of the University in its technology- and knowledge-transfer 
functions. We hope our comments enhance the Arizona public’s understanding of this report and will 
remind us not only where we can improve, but also where we have done well.  

The University of Arizona is the land grant university for Arizona, a top 20 public research institution 
and, through its medical school and hospitals, a premier provider of medical services to the State. UA 
takes pride in balancing its missions of education, research and service in its technology transfer 
endeavors, as it does in all its programs. 

� Land Grant Origins. As the land grant university for Arizona, UA has a 117-year history of 
successfully transferring technology through formal courses, cooperative extension, and collaborative 
research. These are not monetized transfers, but the results are apparent in students we graduate, in all 
the counties of Arizona, and in our ever expanding research horizons, of which the new $50 Million 
iPlant Collaborative is but one exciting example. 

� Success in Research, and Relation to Invention Disclosures.  It is tempting to assume that the 
number of disclosures should rise in proportion to research funding, and that licensing income should 
increase with the number of disclosures. But, while correlations are expected, the relationship among 
those metrics is not direct. For example, at UA disclosure counts have been approximately level, 
while research funding has grown, particularly in space sciences and astronomy -- areas where 
traditional licensed-based technology transfer is uncommon. The apparent decrease in disclosure rates 
per research dollar reflects UA’s emergence as a premier space sciences university. We highlight 
some successes below to help illustrate that UA projects are “the science that enables Science”. 

UA Total Research and Development Expenditures FY 1996-2006
With Major Space Science and Astronomy Projects 
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� Public Mission. Formal technology transfer through intellectual property licensing is a relatively 
recent development but complements UA’s long history as a land grant university.  In particular, the 
UA balances focused technology transfer licensing and its broader knowledge transfer activities, 
seeking financial return from the use license of State assets while more generally enhancing the lives 
of Arizona citizens. Some highlights: 

o In licensing, although licensing income is important, the University focuses on a fair deal: 
disseminating knowledge for societal benefit is more important to the University and its faculty 
than closely holding knowledge in an attempt to maximize licensing income. 

o UA focuses on the long term in its licensing in order to build a stable, diversified revenue stream. 
With the well known lag between license execution and receipt of royalties from product sales, 
UA traces current modest license revenues to the institution’s technology transfer history of the 
1990s.  Increased licensing is definitely the goal, and as home to Arizona’s College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences, we understand that an abundant harvest requires sowing an ample 
supply of seeds, and tending the crops as they grow and mature. 

o We have a preference for Arizona first.   

� Between FY 2001 and FY 2006, 20% of the l55 licenses and options done by the OTT 
supported Arizona’s competitiveness.  

� 75% of all University of Arizona start-up companies in that period were located in Arizona. 
This year all of our start-ups are located within the State, thanks to partners such as Science 
Foundation Arizona. 

� Our Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) has developed an elegant mechanism to share in 
the financial growth of spin-outs without taking equity. We are confident that the number of 
UA start-ups contributing to Arizona’s economic development will continue to grow, and that 
the return from some of them will contribute significantly in the long term to licensing 
revenues.  

� Marketing Early-stage Inventions.  The University acknowledges that personal contact in 
technology licensing and consistent documentation of processes are both desirable. In parallel, OTT’s 
implementation of scalable, efficient marketing using the internet and e-commerce attempts to license 
more than the rare obvious winners, and to address the more common “middle ground” of disclosures. 
These technologies might well provide benefit to the public if we bring them to the attention of the 
market, although our experience suggests that they are often not sufficiently advanced to market 
through direct, personal contacts.  

o One good example is the solar-grade silicon example mentioned in the audit report introduction: a 
new AZ-based venture start-up is now well along in plans to commercialize an invention whose 
value presented initially as marginal.  

� A Leader in Industry-Sponsored Research.  The UA is keen to communicate to Arizona citizens 
our success in working with industry, as well as our desire to continuously improve our interactions 
with our private sector collaborators. Some highlights: 

o From FY 2001 to FY 2006, UA received an average of 12.5 % of its total externally-funded 
research awards from industry, as reported in our Research Profile publication. For comparison, 
that is only slightly behind the 13.5% figure for The Ohio State University, which is one of UA’s 
peer institutions, and which the National Science Foundation ranked second nationally in 
receiving industry-sponsored research funding for FY 2006. In several years in the 2001-2006 
period, UA actually received more industry awards than The Ohio State University.  

o From FY 2001 to FY 2006 UA’s R&D expenditures from industry averaged 6.2% while its peer 
group averaged 4.7%; the national average of all universities in FY 2006 was 5.1%.  It is 
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important to note that funds awarded to the UA but then transmitted to collaborators and partners 
are not counted in UA’s research expenditures. For example, UA researchers provided an average 
of $30 Million per year to subcontractors in and out of Arizona through their industry sponsored 
collaborations, and that amount does not appear in UA expenditures. 

o UA has recently created and staffed a new position, Director of Corporate and Business 
Relations, to coordinate and improve our interactions with industry. 

� Conflict of Interest Policy and Process at UA. The performance audit raises several issues 
regarding the identification and management of conflicts of interest at UA. Individual 
recommendations are addressed below.  It is important to note that many of these issues have been 
under review at the UA for some time, and there has been significant progress made in drafting a new 
conflict of interest policy to address the auditors’ points.  That effort was temporarily placed on hold 
until the arrival of the new Assistant Vice President of Research Compliance and Policy, Elizabeth 
Boyd, PhD.  Dr. Boyd arrived on March 10, 2008 with a decade of experience and an international 
reputation as an expert in conflicts of interest in university settings.  Her first priority is to resume the 
policy revision process and to implement the changes promptly after the Faculty Senate adopts the 
revised policies.  

 
Responses to Specific Recommendations 

Finding 1:  Although performance varies, universities can take steps to increase commercially 
viable invention disclosures. 

1. To help ensure that the Office of Technology Transfer can interact with inventors as necessary, UA 
should evaluate whether its technology transfer program staffing levels are adequate and take steps to 
increase program resources as needed.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
Steps have been taken and additional program resources will be made available beginning in FY 
2009. These resources are: (i) additional budget for two licensing managers with one position being 
a joint position with Optical Sciences; and (ii) additional budget for information resources and direct 
marketing activities. 

2. To increase the level of interaction between licensing officials and inventors, UA should encourage 
appropriate research departments to work with the Office to share the expenses of replicating the 
model used in the BIO5 Institute. 

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
Resources have been made available beginning in FY 2009 to hire an individual to replicate the BIO5 
model in Optical Sciences (see F1.1 above). Optical Sciences and BIO5 represent two major 
programs funded under the TRIF initiative at the University of Arizona. 

3. To encourage more faculty participation in technology transfer, UA should:  

a. Encourage its research-intensive departments to consider adding participation in technology 
transfer into their professional evaluation guidelines for faculty promotion and tenure.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The Office of the Vice President for Research will identify the most research-intensive 
departments by FY 2007 research expenditure.  The Vice President for Research (VPR) will send 
a written memo to the Department Heads to encourage the Departments to consider adding 
participation in technology transfer into their professional evaluation guidelines for faculty 
promotion and tenure. In addition, the VPR will send a similar memo to the Chairs of the Faculty 
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Senate and the Committee of Eleven. 

b. Continue to promote faculty participation in technology transfer by hosting annual recognition 
ceremonies and awarding university inventors who excel in this process.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
UA’s Innovation Day with its associated Technology Innovation Awards Luncheon has been a 
true success in promoting awareness, participation and recognition of faculty achievement in 
technology transfer. Building upon our five years of success, the University will continue UA 
Innovation Day and the Innovation Awards. 

4.  To better educate faculty and increase their exposure to the technology transfer process, UA 
should:  

a. Identify the departments known for producing commercially viable research and encourage the 
Office to conduct workshops for department faculty.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The OTT tracks new research awards as part of its outreach to identify promising faculty 
research and will continue to offer to conduct workshops, brown bag lunch meetings and one-on-
one meetings to units.  

b. Encourage departments to invite Office of Technology Transfer staff to their meetings on an 
annual basis. 

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The VPR will send a written memo to the relevant units, encouraging them to take advantage of 
the outreach offered and to work with the OTT to explore models of technology transfer suited to 
their needs (see F1.3.a above). 

c. Proactively identify new university researchers in disciplines with high commercial potential and 
notify the Office of Technology Transfer of their hiring so the Office can make initial contact.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The University will evaluate how best to incorporate the relevant exposure in new faculty 
orientation and other established programs that would increase the contact between new faculty 
and the OTT. 

d. Require the Office to develop a mechanism for informing university inventors of the university's 
technology transfer process. One possibility may be in the form of a technology transfer reference 
pamphlet, CD, or DVD to be distributed to new employees and those inventors conducting 
research in areas of high commercial potential. Among other things, the Office should include 
information on the services that it offers, what is expected of the researcher, intellectual property 
legal matters, and contact information, and should direct university researchers to the Office's 
Web site for further information when required.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 

 
Finding 2:  All three universities – particularly UA – should improve aspects of marketing and all 

three should review their negotiation practices. 
1. UA should develop and implement an evaluation system to weigh technologies against standard 

criteria to determine which technologies to focus its marketing resources on. UA should use these 
criteria to prioritize new disclosures and routinely reassess old ones. The assessments could be 
performed in-house or by market experts and UA should determine which is suitable based on relative 
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cost and the industry expertise available throughout the university.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The OTT will examine the protocols used by at least three other technology transfer offices and 
create a standardized system to capture its evaluations of technologies. 

2.  UA should increase its marketing efforts for select technologies, identified through an evaluation, by:   

a. Advertising promising technologies through a press release, at trade shows, or through other 
literature-recommended forums;  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The OTT will continue working with the university news and information services to promote 
promising technologies and utilize a portion of new funding to increase its presence at selected 
trade shows.  

b. Continuing its efforts to increase market research in strategic industry areas to adequately 
evaluate technologies and to identify and understand the target companies;  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 

c. Increasing personal relationships with industry through face-to-face meetings or networking at 
industry events; and  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The OTT will utilize a portion of new funding to increase its presence at selected trade shows and 
showcases. 

d. Increasing its efforts to identify and contact potential licensees.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The OTT will continue its efforts in creating new approaches to marketing technologies that are 
scalable and cost-effective as well as increasing its licensing efforts through targeted networking 
at trade shows and showcases.  

3. UA should evaluate whether its technology transfer program staffing levels are adequate and take 
steps to increase program resources as needed. 

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
Steps have been taken and additional program resources will be made available beginning in FY 
2009. These resources are: (i) additional budget for two licensing managers with one position being 
a joint position with Optical Sciences; and (ii) additional budget for information resources and direct 
marketing activities. 

4. As part of its review of sponsored research practices, UA should take steps to improve its technology 
transfer-related negotiations with industry:  

a. Working industry to identify their concerns and needs regarding technology transfer and to 
determine how they can more effectively work together;  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The UA receives 12.5% of its contract awards by dollar value for research with industry, on par 
with the best performing universities in the U.S., and exceeds both the performance of its peers 
and the national average in expenditures for industry-sponsored research. The UA will continue 
to look for ways of working more effectively with its industry collaborators. To do this, the 
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University (i) has hired Nancy Smith as Director, Corporate and Business Relations under the 
Vice President for Research to enhance communications with industry; (ii) is participating in 
industry-university forums dedicated to improving understanding on both sides; and (iii) will 
examine new approaches to industry-sponsored research agreements. 

b. Developing specific technology transfer goals related to industry collaboration efforts; and  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The new Director of Corporate and Business relations has begun to construct a comprehensive 
approach to the UA’s business and corporate relations. This will encompass goals related to 
industry collaboration efforts.  

c. Determining how its negotiation process can be improved to meet the goals and evaluating its 
progress by identifying and collecting data on relevant performance measures.  

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The Office of the Vice President for Research will identify relevant performance measures and 
initiate data collection. 
 

Finding 3:  All three universities – particularly UA and NAU- need to better manage conflicts of 
interest, and the Board should establish minimum standards. 

1. To help ensure that all conflicts of interest are identified, the UA should adopt and implement policies 
and procedures that require initial and continuous identification of them. Specifically: 

a. At minimum, UA should require all faculty involved in sponsored research to fill out an annual 
conflict-of-interest disclosure form, in which they must disclose any substantial interests related to 
their research or other university responsibilities, to include disclosure to publications when they 
submit manuscripts; to their audiences when they present research results; to federal agencies 
according to their guidelines; and in the human participant review process.  Further, UA should 
require disclosure of relevant changes to previous disclosures.  

b. UA should determine what office or entity will be responsible for ensuring that employees submit 
the annual disclosures, reviewing the disclosures, and forwarding them to the Institutional Review 
Committee for review. 

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The current conflict of interest policy is being revised to require annual, continuing, and project-
based disclosure by all faculty members involved in sponsored research.  Furthermore, all 
committee communications with faculty shall include language that requires faculty to inform the 
Institutional Review Committee (IRC) of changes in their relationships to the disclosed entity.  To 
coordinate disclosure of substantial interests in the human subjects review process, a 
representative of the Human Subjects Protection Program attends all IRC meetings and will 
verify that faculty have properly disclosed to the HSPP.  The IRC shall utilize disclosure of 
substantial interests in publications, presentations and federal agencies as a regular feature of a 
management plan.  The revised policy shall indicate that the Assistant Vice President (AVP) for 
Research Compliance and Policy, in the Office of the Vice President for Research, shall collect 
and review disclosures, forward them to the IRC for review, and maintain records of disclosures, 
decisions, management plans, and monitoring. 

2. To help ensure that UA is consistently managing its inventor conflicts of interest, UA should develop 
and implement conflict of interest polices and procedures that include criteria for when to recommend 
a conflict-of-interest management plan and guidelines for areas that should be included in the plan.  
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The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
Consistency in management of conflicts of interest is critical and the revised policy will carefully 
describe what types of financial relationships must be disclosed, when, and to whom; it will also 
describe why certain financial relationships might be problematic and why management plans are 
sometimes necessary to protect the integrity of the research; it will also carefully define relationships 
that are likely to require management plans and what those management plans are likely to entail.  It 
is, however, important to allow the IRC the freedom to exercise its judgment in a case-by-case 
manner, allowing for different circumstances of individual investigators and allowing for 
management plans to be specifically tailored to the exact circumstances of the case at hand.  We will 
be guided by the samples suggested, including the University of Wisconsin, Stanford University, 
University of California, Irvine, and University of Pennsylvania. 

3. To ensure its policies are followed, UA should: 
a. Assign responsibility for what office or entity will be responsible for implementation and 

monitoring of management plans; 
b. Coordinate university-wide management among the various offices involved, including 

Sponsored Project Services (SPS), The Office of Research and Contract Analysis (ORCA), the 
Office of Technology Transfer (OTT), the Office of the Vice President for Research, and UA 
inventor’s dean or department chair. In particular, UA offices that help inventors to obtain 
research funds and license technologies, Sponsored Project Services and the Office of 
Technology Transfer, should indentify inventors with potential conflicts of interest and forward 
information to the Committee responsible for their management. 

c. Ensure that it informs all faculty involved in research of these policies, procedures, and sanctions 
for noncompliance. 

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The Office of the Vice President for Research and, specifically, the AVP for Research Compliance 
and Policy, will provide oversight monitoring of disclosure and management plans.  The revised 
conflict of interest policy will specify the exact reporting lines and the appeal process for 
investigators perceived as non-compliant.  SPS and OTT will provide a list of faculty research 
agreements and licenses to the AVP for Research Compliance and Policy on a regular basis. 
Coordination among campus units will be accomplished through revised proposal routing sheets, 
increased communication, and, within a short time, an electronic system of proposal routing and 
compliance activities.  This system, Kuali, currently in development with a national consortium of 
universities, will combine in one system all of the compliance requirements for sponsored research 
and will allow faculty to engage the system as they move through the proposal and research process.  
Finally, we are in the process of hiring a Research Compliance Training Coordinator who will work 
with the AVP for Research Compliance and Policy to develop training materials, web sites, and 
workshops to conduct active and ongoing outreach to the research community regarding its 
compliance obligations, including conflict of interest. 
 

4. To address outstanding conflicts as of March 2008, UA should establish and implement an immediate 
short-term plan to identify and manage potential conflicts of interest for inventors actively 
participating in sponsored research. 

The finding of the Auditor General is agreed to and the audit recommendation will be 
implemented. 
The AVP for Research Compliance and Policy will establish a short term plan for identifying and 
managing potential conflicts.  With the IRC, the AVP for Research Compliance and Policy will 
implement the plan and work to identify investigators with potential conflicts and establish 
management plans as necessary.    
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